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CONSTRUCTING A NEW DATA BASE FROM EXISTING
MICRODATA SETS: THE 1966 MERGE FILE
iw BENJAMIN A. OKNER*
The 1966 MERGE File is a new microdata source which contains information from the 1967 Surveyof
Economic Opportunity (SEO) and the 1966 Tax File. For most units, the file includes SEOdemographic
asset/liability information plus detailed income data from the tax return(s) filed by the family in 1966.
This article contains a detailed explanation of the procedures used to construct this research tool.
Economists' data needs have changed dramatically during the last twenty to
thirty years. In the past, published tables and summary statistics were generally
sufficient to meet most researchers' requirements. But as a result of the widespread
availability of electronic computers and an increased interest in social problems
at the microeconomic level, there is now an effective demand for large amountsof
disaggregated economic and demographic information. Unfortunately, the supply
of usable microdata is still far short of both the quantity and the quality demanded.
1. Trn NEED FOR A NEW DATA FILE
Despite the ease with which one can obtain a current estimate of total U.S.
personal income, there are no official statistics on the size distribution of such
income or any cross-classifications of personal income by typical demographic
characteristics of the population.'
Annual information from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service exists on income
subject to tax from individual tax returns, but the omission ofdata for people not
required to file distorts the distribution for those at the lowend of the income
scale. The Census Bureau also collects income information in its CurrentPopula-
tion Survey each year from a sample of about 30,000 households. But,in addition
to using a different analysis unit, Census employs atotal money iucome concept
(which includes nontaxable transfer payments but excludes taxablerealized
capital gains). If used carefully, together these two data sets maybe helpful to
the researcher investigating questions regarding thedistribution of total money
income. However, neither the Internal Revenue nor the Censusdata contain any
information on the distribution of nonmoney income and therefore cannotbe
linked with the personal income or other aggregative statistics.
The lack of a consistent and comprehensive set ofhousehold income data
prompted the construction of the new microanalytic data basediscussed in this
$ The author is a member of the Economic Studies Staff of the Brookings Institution. The views
expressed are his own and do not purport to represent the views or the otherstaff members. ofilcers.
or trustees of the Brookings Institution. The study wasfinanced under a research grant to the Brookings
Institution from the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity, and waspresented at the N HER Woi kshop
on the Use of Microdata in Economic Analysis, October22, 1970.
Estimates of the size distribution of personal family income were prepared by theOffice of
Business Economics (OBE), U.S. Department of Commerce, between 1944 and1963 (when they were
discontinued). Work needed to resurrect the series is currently underway at OBE, but it is likely to be
some time before such data are again regularlypublished.
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paper. This new file is an indispensable part of an empirical study of the distribu-
tion of federal, state, and local taxes among U.S. families now underway at
Brookings. When we began the study, two possible sources for 1966 inicrolevel
income information existed: (1) the Internal Revenue Service Tax File containing
information from federal individual income tax returns filed for 1966; and (2) the
1967 Survey of Economic Opportunity (SEO) data file based on field interviews
for a sample of the total population in early 1967.2 Although neither of these data
files, by itself, was adequate for estimating the size distribution of income needed
for the tax burden study, they each contained important information which, if
combined, would provide a suitable basis for estimating the required distribution.
For several reasons, the SEO population was chosen as the basis of the new
data file.It contained a stratified representation of the total U.S. population
collected on a family basis3 which seemed to be the most useful unit for our analysis.
The income information collected in the SF0 includes receipts from nontaxabic
as well as taxable sources and is therefore much more comprehensive than a
concept which includes only income subject to tax. In addition, the demographic
data available for each family are much richer than can be obtained from tax
returns. However, there is a serious disadvantage to using the SEO because the
income data are known to be understated (especially among higher-income families)
since capital gains were not included in the survey income concept and also because
of the well-known phenomenon of income underreporting in sample surveys.
In creating the MERGE data file, we selected and combined the best informa-
tion available from both the 1966 Tax File and the 1967 SEO File. The SEO
family record was used as our base and selected information was imputed to
each family record on a systematic basis from the 1966 Tax File. Thus, the newly
created MERGE File contains demographic and income information for low-
income SEO families who are not in the tax-filing population as well as the more
completeand we believe, more accurateincome tax information for higher
income individuals.
In the remainder of this paper, the detailed steps involved in actually con-
structing this new and unique set of household microdata are described.
II. CREATING THE MERGE DATA FILE
The 1967 SEO File contains data from a stratified sample of all U.S. families
and individuals. The 1966 Tax File population consists of a subset of this same
population, viz., those individuals who filed income tax returns. On the basis of
2The 1966 Tax File contains a stratified sample of data from close to 87,000 individual tax returns.
For a detailed description of the file, see "The Brookings 1966 Federal lndi'.idual Income Tax File,"
Brookings Computer Center Memorandum No. 42, June 30, 1968 (mimeo). which is available on
request.
The 1967 Survey of Economic Opportunity was conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for
the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity. The SEO File data are derived from interviews with about
30,000 households and include income information for 1966 and supplemental financial and demo-
graphic data as of the date of interview. A full description of the survey may be obtained from the
Office of Planning, Research, and Evaluation, U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity.
Even though this differs from Census Bureau practice, throughout this paper the term "family"
is used to include both families of two or more persons and unrelated individuals (families of size
one).
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aincome and other information reported, we were able to estimate which families
in the SEO population would not have been expected to file for 1966. And after
the nonfilers were excluded, the remaining SEO units represent families who were
in the population from which the 1966 Tax File sample of returitswas drawn.
For these families, it was possible to estimate the kind of tax return(s) filed using
reported SEO information.
Once the SEO tax-filing group was determined, it would have been ideal to
obtain the corresponding tax information directly from the Internal Revenue
Service. However, this was precluded because both Census and Internal Revenue
have very stringent policies with respect to maintaining the confidentiality of
their data. In place of an exact one-to-one matching by name for each family,
a less satisfactory----but feasible--means of stochastically simulating this matching
procedure was developed. This process involved two major parts: (1) on the basis
of information available in the SEO file, we estimated whether any members of
each SF0 family would be expected to file in 1966 and if so, the number and kinds
of such returns; and (2) for filers, "SEO tax units" were created and actual returns
from the Tax File "similar" to the SEO tax returns were randomly selected. The
actual tax return data were then merged with the existing information in each
SEO family record. Since there were close to 30,000 matches to be made, the
selection and linking of returns was all done by computer.4
For most families, the final MERGE data file contains all the demographic
information and data concerning receipts of nontaxable income from the SEO
File plus figures from a tax return assigned to it from the 1966 Tax File. For SEO
families who were deemed to be nonfilers, the MERGE File includes no tax
return information. And for a small number of very high-income units, there
exists no SEO demographic data.
Creating SEO Tax Units
Income Allocation
For each interview unit, certain income information--wages, nonfarm
business income, and farm incomewas collected in the SEO for each person
14 years and over. However, for the other income components only the total
amount received by all members of the interview unit was available from the SEO.
Of these other items, the following are taxable under the federal individual income
tax: rent, interest, dividends, government pensions, private pensions, and other
regular income.
Because the tax-filing status of an individual is largely dependent on the total
amount of taxable income received, the first step in forming SEO tax units was to
allocate the taxable income components among eligible members in each family.
This was done for the various items using the following procedures.
Rent, interest, dividends, and other regular income. These itemswere allocated
equally between the head and wife of the interview unit, or to the head of the
interview unit if no spouse existed.
All programming and computer operations for the project were performed at the Brookings
Computer Center. Jon K. Peck was primarily responsible for devising as well as programming the
many intricate operations required for the study. The project would have been impossible without his
ingenious and dedicated efforts and grateful acknowledgement is given for his help.
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aged 45 or over who worked less than 50-52 weeks in1966because they were
retired, pension income was allocated equallyamong such retirees. In order to
avoid allocating an unreasonably small amount of incometo any individual,
a minimum amount criterion ($1,800 for government pensions and $1,000 for
private pensions) was imposed if the number of eligible recipientswas greater
than one.5 If the test was not met or if the interview unit containedno eligible
recipients, the total amount of government and private pensionswas allocated
to the interview unit head and wife. In estimatinga person's taxable pension
income, the total was reduced by 10 percent to adjust forsome nontaxable return
of invested capital.
Tax-filing Criteria
After taxable income was allocatedamong individuals, SEO tax Units were
created using the filing requirements of the InternalRevenue Code applicable for
1966. Individuals who had earnings subjectto wage withholding were assumed
to file returns in order to obtain tax refunds. Inorder to link the persons in each
interview unit with the proper tax units, itwas also necessary to determine whether
they would have qualifiedas a dependent in some tax unit. As described below,
the income and demographic informationfor each person in the SEO interview
unit were used to determine his tax-filingstatus.
Income Criteria
A person was assumed to filea tax return if any of the following conditions
were met:
He had total taxable income ofat least $600 ($1,200 if age 65 or over):
He had absolute farm income plus absolutenonfarm business income of
at least $400;
He had wage income between $200 and$600 ($1,200 if aged) and his
occupation was not newsboy, baby sitter,private household keeperor
laundress, bootblack, charwoman andcleaner, farm worker, or gardener
and grounds keeper.6
Using these income criteria, itwas first determined if any family member
other than the head and wife would filea return and if so, tax units were created
for them. It was then determinedwhether the family head andspouse (if she
existed) would file a tax return. Ifso, a tax unit was created for them anda record
was made of any dependents to be associatedwith their return. Thus, itwas
possible for a person in an SEO familyto file his own return and alsoto be claimed
as a dependent on another tax return filed in thefamilyas is often the case in the real world.
Thus, if the total amount of pension incomewas "T" and there were "n" potential lecipients,
the income was distributed equallyamong the "n" eligible persons only if 7/nwas equal to Sl,800 for government pensions. If T/n was less than the 51,800minimum, T/(n - 1) was computed and ifthe results passed the S 1,800 minImum test, thatamount of government pensions was distributedequally among (n - 1) of the eligible recipients chosen randomlyfrom among the total.
Individuals with low wages are not requiredto file returns but it was assumed that theywould do so in order to obtain refunds of incometax withheld by employers. Exceptionswere made for those employed in the occupations listed sincewage withholding is not typical for such jobs.
328Dependency Test
A person qualified as a dependent of the family head if he was in thesnie
interview unit and met any of the folowing conditions:
He was under 14 years old;
He was under 19 years old, a child of the head and passed the support
test;
He was a child of the head, a student, and passed the support test;
His total taxable income was less than $600 and he passed the support
test;
He was a relative of the head residing in the household and passed the
support test.
A person passed the support test if either of the following two conditions were
His total income was less than $250; or
His total income was less than half the total income of the family head
and wife and was less than $3,000.
Type of Return
For each SEO tax unit, the type of return filed was determined on the basis
of the following criteria.
Single individual return. All (primary and secondary) individuals were assumed
to file single individual returns. In addition, all persons who passed the filer test
and had no dependents were assumed to file single individual returns.
Joint return. All families with both spouses present were assumed to file
joint returns. Such returns were also created for families with only one spouse
present and whose reported marital status was "married, spouse absent." There
were no returns created for married persons filing separately.
Surviving spouse. lithe head of the family did not have a spouse, it was
determined if he or she was a widower whose spouse had died within the two
preceding years and if there were any children in the family who qualified as
dependents. If so, a surviving spouse tax return was created.
Head-of-household. If a widowed head of a family had no children hut there
were other persons in the family who qualified as dependents, then he or she was
assumed to have filed a head-of-household return. Also there was created a
head-of-household return for the head of a family whose marital status was
divorced, separated, "never married, but has child," or "never married, other"
if there were other family members present who qualified as dependents.
Tax Unit Creation Results
As shown in Table I, the total number of SEO tax units created compares
quite closely with the actual number of tax returns filed for 1966. The total of
67.3 million created units is just 1.4 million, or 2 percent, less than the 68.7 million
returns actually filed. The accuracy ofthe results varies by marital status, but among
joint returns, which comprise 60 percent of the total number filed, the estimated
number of SEO tax units differs from the actual number by only 138,000. The
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Since there were no returns created formarried persons filing separately,
this is the sum of returns for married couplesfiling jointly and one-half the number
of returns of married couples filingseparate returns. This adjustment is neededto make the figures for created and actualreturns comparable.
'The total shown is tess than the publishedfigure for the number of 1966
returns filed because one-half the numbers ofmarried couples filing separate
returns is deducted Se note (a).
largest discrepancy isamong single individual returns where theprocedure resulted in an underestimate of thetotal by 2,9 million. But this issomewhat offset by the 1.3 million over-estimateof the number of survivingspouse and head-of-household
returns. Since our filing criteria followthe statutory requirementsvery strictly, it is possible that part of thediscrepancy is derived from individualswho filed single individual returns even thoughqualified to file as survivingspouse or head-of- household, In addition,we may have been too stringent insetting the income filing requirement at $200 ifthere are a substantialnumber of children with earnings below that level whofiled for a refund of withheldtaxes, Since all such returns would have beennontaxable, the omission willnot have any impacton the final tax burden figuresand the discrepancy in thenumber of single indi- vidual returns is notconsidered serious,
Selecting the Match Return
Once the SEO tax unitswere created; the next part of theMERGE File creation involved selectingactual returns from the TaxFile to be linked with each SEO familyunit.7In effect, for thisprocess, each created SEO tax unitwas used primarily asa vehicle for deriving the informationnow needed to select an actual return from the TaxFile to be linked withthe correspondingindividual(s) in the SEO family.
Computer Matching
The initial step in the linkingprocess was to group thetax units in each file into "equivalence classes"defined by comparablecharacteristics available in both the SEO File andTax File. The characteristicsused were (I) maritalstatus under which the returnwas filed; (2) whether the head(or spouse) of the tax unit
Of course, the procedureoutlined did not applyto those SEO families in whichwe did not expect any member to have fileda tax return for 1966. Therewere about 7 million SEO fan,ilies,of the 62 million, in which thecombination of reported income,family, size, and othercharacteristics were such that the family was excludedfrom the tax-filingpopulation.
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Marital status SF0 tax units Actual tax returns filed
Single individual 22,322 25,11)2
Married filing joint return 41,51t 41,373
Unmarried head-of-household
and surviving spouse 3.469 2,164
Total 67,302 68,7l9was age 65 or over; (3) the number of dependent's exemptions in the unit; and
(4) the reported pattern of income.
The income pattern variable was specially constructed for the linking process.
First, each tax unit was classified into one of the four possible major income
source categories--wages, business, farm, or property income. The categories were
defined to be exhaustive and the largest income source value(s) (in absolute amount)
was used to determine the major source group. Thus, if a tax unit reported a
business loss of $10,000 and dividend income of $500, it would have been classified
into the business major source category even though the property income (divi-
dends) of $500 is algebraically greater.
Once the major source of income was determined, each return was further
classified into a minor income source category (within each major source group).
Tax units which did not meet any minor source criteria were put into eithera
(1) "major source is sole income source" category; or (2) "minor income exists,
but is negligible" category (i.e.. is not sufficiently large to meet the minor income
source criteria). Since the significance of any given dollar amount of income
differs depending upon the source from which derived, the criteria for the existence
of a qualified minor source varied by income type.8 Altogether, there were thirty-
five possible income pattern categories (thirty-two plus three special categories
for tax units in which the major income source was negative).
The initial class definitions would have resulted in more than 1,000 different
equivalence classes,9 many of which would have been empty or would have
contained very few units. The number of equivalence classes was reduced by
eliminating and/or combining a large nuniber of previously defined categories
and creating a single marital status and age variable. As finally used, the actual
number of equivalence classes was equal to 74, used to effect a total of 28,643 tax
unit matches)°
In almost all cases, the actual selection of a Tax File return was done by
computer using tightly prescribed rules for defining an acceptable match. The
general procedure was to consider all Tax File returns within the equivalence
class of the SEO tax unit as comprising the population of potentially acceptable
matches.
Since we did not expect to find an actual Tax File return with exactly the same
amount and pattern of income as reported in the SEO tax unit, the first matching
rule established an acceptable range of major source income from which a Tax
File return could be selected. This was initially set equal to the major source
income of the SEO tax unit plus or minus 2 percent of that amount. In addition,
to insure that we were not overly restrictive for low-income units and not overly
generous for high-income ones, the band of acceptable major source amounts
See the Appendix for detailed definitions of the major and minor income source categor.
This is the product of two age groups (under and over age 65); three marital status categories;
five classes for number of dependent's exemptions (one through four plus five or more); and the 35
income pattern categories.
'° The reader shouldnot infer that there was an average of 387 matches per class, as woulu be
derived simply by dividing the total number of matches by the total number of equivalence classes.
There was a very wide variation in the cell counts in each class which, of course, reflects the prevalence
of different income patterns among different kinds and sizes of families. Selected summary statistics
on the matches by equivalence class are given in the Appendix.
331had to equal at least the majorsource income amount plusor minus $50 and could not exceed the majorsource income amount plus orminus $500 (resulting in minimum andmaxinflim bands of $100 and $1,000respectively) Thus, if teported major source incomewas $6,000, the 2 percent criterionwould establish an acceptable income band ranging between$5,880 and $6,120. Sincethe band is equal to S240 ($6,120 less$5,880), neither the $100 minimumnor $1,000 maxi- mum band size criteria would beapplicable (in fact, theserestrictions were operative only for units with incomebelow $2,500 or above$25,000, respectively). For all returns in theacceptable income range, withineach equivalence class, a "consistencyscore" was then defined andcomputed to takeaccount of hitherto unused informationfor effecting a suitabletax return match. Foreach of the factors entering theconsistency score, tax return datafrom eachpotential match were compared withinformation in the SF0 familyrecord and if the items were "consistent" (interms ofjoint presenceor absence of items), thereturn was given consistency score points.The six factors used forconsistency scoring purposes were:
Home mortgage interestdeduction or property taxdeduction on tax return vs. home ownershipor debt (or house value includedin farm value) in SEOJ2 points;
Interest or dividend incomeon tax return vs. interestor dividend income or ownership of stocks, bonds,or other interest-bearingassets in SF0- 8 points;
Farm income on taxreturn vs. farm incomeor farm assets or debt in SEOjO points;
Business incomeon tax return vs. business incomeor business assets or debt in SF0JOpoints;
Rental incomeor real estate property taxdeduction on tax returnvs. rental income or realestate assets or debt in SEO---9points; Nonzero capital gains incomeon tax return vs. dividendsor interest on stocks, bonds, etc. in SEO.Also, capital gainsequal to zero on taxreturn vs. earnings from property inSEO is consistent_-8points. As can be noted fromthe listing, the maximumpossible consistencyscore was 57. However, only TaxFile returns in thetop 25 percent of the initialgroup when ranked byconsistency score were eligiblefor matching withan SF0 tax unit. An additionalConstraint was imposed:the minimumconsistency score in the top quartile hadto equal at least 25 pointsout of the possible 57.Because of the way the pointswere awarded, thismeant that a tax return hadto meet at least half of the Consistencytests in order to beassigned to an SEO taxunit. All tax returns whichwere within the acceptableincome range for the SF0 tax unit wewere attempting to matchand which alsopassed the consistency score test were eligible forselection and linking.From the eligb1ereturns within the group, thereturn assigned wasrandomly selected witha pobabiJity of being chosen proportionalto the weight of thereturn in the Tax File.'' Almost all the matcheswere made using theprocedure just described. How- ever, there were instancesin which the initiallydefined income bandcontained HThis procedureguarantees random selection sincethe Tax File weightsare equal to the inverse of the probability ofselection from the totaluniverse of tax returns filedduring 1966.
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no tax returns or the consistency scores of returns in the initial income range did
not meet the top quartile minimum of 25. When this occurred, the initial income
range was increased by an additional 1 percent, plus and minus, and the minimum
and maximum dollar amount constraints on the size of the income rangewere
increased somewhat.'2 Consistency scores were computed for all new returns in
the wider income range and if a suitable match was found (still using thesame
criteria as above), the computer program assigned the selected return to the proper
SEO tax unit and proceeded to the next unit.
If no suitable match was found on the second try, the class limits were again
expanded (by plus and minus one percent each time) and consistency scores were
computed for the new tax returns included in the enlarged set of eligible returns.
The computer program terminated after seven unsuccessful automatic assignment
attempts and then executed a hand-matching procedure. As shown in Table 2
statistics, the class expansions and hand-matching were rarely needed. Of the
28,643 tax unit matches made, 27,912, or 97 percent were accomplished using the
initial criteria.'
TABLE 2
NUMBER OF CosiPurER TAX UNIT MATCHES BY NUMBER OF
BAND EXPANSIONS REQUIRED FOR MATCH
Band expansions Number of matches
Match found on initial attempt 27,912
Match found after I expansion 271
Match found after 2 expansions 129
Match found after 3 expansions 81
Match found after 4 expansions 50
Match found after 5-7 expansions 49
Computer match impossible after 7
attempts, returns hand-matched 151
Total 28,643
Each time the percentage range size was increased, the minimum hand size was increased by
plus arid minus $10 arid the maximum was increased by plus and minus S 125. In effect, these merely
compensated for the percentage changes in the income range and continued to be relevant only for
returns with very low or very high incomes.
13The term "hand matching" which describes the assignment procedure used for 151 of the
SEO tax units is misleading since the process was highly computer dependent. In fact, the procedure
is probably unique since a batch-environment computer was used interactively to select returns to be
matched from the computer console. After seven expansions of the acceptable income range, a list
of all possible tax returns which might be selected was written on the computer printer. The list included
pertinent information about the SEO tax unit as well as the income and consistency score data for all
Tax File returns that had been located for possible matching with the SEO tax unit. By means of the
computer sense switches, it was possible for the analyst to continue expanding the income range for
eligible returns for as long as he desired in an attempt to find an acceptable Tax File match. After each
successive hand-determined expansion, there would be listed on the line printer all the information
concerning new tax returns which became eligible for matching as a result of expanding the income class
boundaries. Of course, as in the case of the computer-selected matches, all potentially eligible returns
had to be selected from the same equivalence class as the SEO tax unit.
As would be expected, the increased income range expansions made eligible for assignment tax
returns with incomes increasingly divergent from those of the SEO tax unit. In some instances, the
income divergence was accompanied by substantial increases in the consistency scores of the returns
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After completing the match-merge process, we discovered substantialdiffer-
ences in the derived amount of income reported by high-income SEQ families
and the total published by the Internal Revenue Service. Thisdiscrepancy was
primarily the result of the different methods used for drawing the TaxFile sample
and the sample of SEQ households which produceda large disparity between the
actual number of cases at the high end of the income scale in each file.
The differential sampling, in fact, nullified the original match-mergeprocedure
for high-income families. For example, in the SEQ sample, high-incomefamilies
were generally chosen at a sampling rate of 1/3,000 and the data for each familyare
therefore multiplied by a weight of about 3,000 to obtain populationestimates.
In the Tax File sample, the returns are grouped into 13strata, depending primarily
on income level. The sampling rates for the strata differ andrange between 1/4,000
for low-income returns to 1/I for those withvery high incomes. As a result of the
different sampling schemes, the SEO File containsvery few cases of high-income
families (each of which has a weight of about 3,000), whilethe Tax File contains
thousands of high-income returns (each of which hasa very low population
weight). Thus, when a tax returnwas matched with one of the high-income SEO
families, all the tax data originally associated witha very low Tax File weight
were multiplied by the much larger SEQ family weight. And,as might be expected,
the estimated aggregate amount of incomeon such returns became vastly over-
stated.
While this problem could have been solved eitherby aggregation of Tax
File returns or duplication of SEO family units,we were unable to devise a satis-
factory, practical procedute for doing this. Aggregationof high-income tax returns
into a smaller number of "representativeunits" was rejected because wewere
unwilling to accept the concept of the "typicalmillionaire." On the other hand,
duplicating even a small proportion ofthe SEQ records 3,000 timeswas im-
practical in terms of the computer capability.
The problem was finally resolved by splittingthe MERGE File into two parts.
For all families with positive income ofunder $30,000, the SEO and taxreturn
data as derived from the match-mergeprocess as described were included. For
all SEO families with $30,000or more income or with negative income, the
made available. But this was not necessarilythe case. And in many instances, increased classexpansions did not increase the number of availablereturns.
Since it would have been exceedingly difficultto formulate and program acceptance rules for the lax units that fell into the hand-matchinggroup, the final decision in selecting a matchwas left to the analyst. We made each decision after subjectivelyweighing the evidence (and considering thetrade-offs) concerning the alternative returns made availablein the process. The actual matchwas then effected by entering into the computer consoleswitches the number of the Tax Filereturn selected as the best possible match. The computerprogramused this information and then treated the selectedreturn in the same manner as one that had been chosenautomatically witn the programmed matching algorithm.
Whenever a satisfactory assignmentwas made, data from the selected tax returnwere incorporated into the SEO family record and income informationfrom the return (or multiple returns)was transferred into (and replaced the initial informationin) the SEO family record. At thisstage, adjustments were made to the Tax File data to correct for knownunderreporting of certain income components. These
were based on unpublished information from theOffice of Tax Analysis, U.S. Treasury Department.
Since 97 percent of all matcheswere made on the initial attempt, in most instancesthe differences between the two sets of datawere quite small.
334original SEO records were deleted and replaced with Tax File returns. (The
$30,000 income level was chosen for splitting the file since it is at that point that
the SEO and Tax File weights start to dierge widely.)
Thus, there are no SEO data for high-inconie tax returns or returns on which
reported income was negative)4 Such returns were merely appended to the
MERGE File without any of the SEO demographic data. These two special
groups of tax returns accounted for less than 2 percent of the 70.6 million returns
filed in 1966.
Income Adjustments
Since the total income recorded in the MERGE File was less than the aggre-
gate "adjusted family income" (AFI) computed for 1966,15 the final step in creating
the MERGE File involved adjusting the SEO and Tax File income components
to correspond with national aggregate figures.
In Table 4, we present a comparison of the MERGE File income data and
the AFI control totals. As can be seen, the total income accounted for in the
TABLE 4
CoMPARIsoN or ADJUSTED FAMILY INCOMEANt) MERGEFII.Elr'co%tr.hEIDRE ADJUSTMENT,
SOURCE OF INCoME, 966
(In billions)
MERGE File income excludes adjustments for nonreporting and underreporting of income.
In fact, these two groups of returns are not realty different since returns with substantial
negative income are usually filed by wealthy families. Hereinafter, both the high-income and negative
income returns are referred to as the "high-income portion" of the MERGE File.
The adjusted family income (A Fl) concept was developed for, and is unique to the tax burden
study. These data were derived primarily from the Office of Business Economics (OBE) personal
income figures and individual income tax information from the Internal Revenue Service, both of
which were adjusted to take account of differences in income concepts and the populations covered.
The AFI concept is intended to correspond as closely as practicable to an economic concept of income,
Viz.,consumption plus tax payments plus (or minus) the net increase (or decrease) in the value of assets
during the year. AFI is defined to include only income which accrues directly to individuals and
famiIiesit does not include earned, but undistributed, income. For a detailed description of how the
adjusted family income figures were derived, see Benjamin A. Okirer, "Adjusted Family Income:
Concept and Derivation," Brookings Technical Working Paper II, for the Distribution of Federal,











other labor $423 $415 $8 98'
Nonfarm proprietors' 45 46 - I 100
Farm proprietors' 14 6 8 43
Rents 19 18 95
Royalties I I 100
Dividends IS 12 3 80
Personal interest 24 21 3 88
Transfer payments 34 25 9 74
Other accrued gains
on assets 84 84 -- 100
Total $659 $628 $31 95°MERGE File was 95 percent of the AFI estimate for 1966. However, the degree
of agreement between the two sets of figures varied considerably by incomesource.
The data for wages were very close. But before adjustment, the reported farm
proprietors' income amounted to only 43 percent of the expected AFI amount.
In addition, there were less serious, but significant discrepancies between the
expected and reported amounts of interest, rent and transfer payments.
The income reported in the MERGE File was less than the AFI estimate
because income information was collected using the Census money income
concept; and there was both nonreporting and underreporting of income by the
survey respondents.
Although nonreporting and underreporting are conceptually separable, in
practice itis very difficult to distinguish between these two kinds ofresponse
error. On the basis of various data from outside sources, we believe that most of
the diflerence between the reported and AFI aggregate amounts for factorpay-
ment components resulted fromunderreporting.'6And for similar reasons,We
concluded that transfer payments iii the MERGE File were understated primarily
because of respondent nonreporting.'7
For components where we believed the differences were due to underreport-
ing, the MERGE File data were adjusted to the AFI aggregates underthe assump-
tion that such underreporting was not related to other characteristics of thesurvey
unit. This was done by applying a single ratio to the reported income of all units
to increase it to the aggregate adjusted family income amount. In thecase of
nonreporting, the adjustment procedure was more complex. In theseinstances,
we imputed missing amounts stochastically to MERGE File units basedon
various other characteristics of thesurvey unit.
In addition to the adjustments to correct thesurvey data for underreporting
and nonreporting, there were several imputationsto add information to the
MERGE File which was not available (because itwas not collected) in the SEO
or the Tax File. These included such items as net imputed renton owner-occupied
homes, tax exempt interest on state and local bonds,and employer supplements
to wage and salary incoine.
lii.CONCLUDING REMARKS
Creating the MERGE data filewas a costly and time-consuming operation.
It took well over a year and involved severalman-years of labor input and com-
puter time. Although it involved a tremendous investmentof resources, we feel
that the effort was worthwhile and that the fileis an extremely useful analytical
tool. While it was constructed primarily foruse in our tax burden study, the
16 For example,a recent study of farm income reporting indicates that thereare large "differences
lfl concepts used lfl accounting for expenses" of farmers which leadto substantial underreporting of
farm income on tax returns. See Edward 1. Reinsel,Farm and Off-farm Income Reported on Federal
Tax Returns (U.S. Department of Agriculture, EconomicResearch Service, 1968),pp. 27-33 17 Comparison ofthe MERGE File data on social security and publicassistaiice benefits recipients with Social Security Administrationprogram statistics indicated that there was a large amount of
nonreporting for these two incomecomponents.
IS Detailsconcerning all imputations are reported inanother paper. See Benjamin A. Okner,
'The Imputation of Missing Income Information,"Brookings Technical Working Paper Ill, for the
Distribution of Federal, State, and Local TaxesResearch Program, April 1971 (mimeo)
336research value of the MERGE File certainly is not limited to this work. Weexpect
to distribute copies to other researchers in the future and believe that the file will
be useful in a large variety of other research pIojects.
Of course, procedures similar to those used to create the MERGE File could
be used to construct other microdata sets. However, I would not overemphasize
thedesirability of building new files in this way. We had touse a less-than-optimum
strategy in order to proceed with our tax study. But the only correct way tocon-
struct a merged data file is by one-to-one direct linking of information from
different microdata sources
The feasibility of doing this is now quite limited. And current prospects for
rapid progress in direct linking are not encouraging. Nevertheless, there is little
doubt of the high expected return from a substantial investment ofresources in
this area. Increased efforts by researchers to obtainaccess to and use of various
existing rnicrodata sources are clearly needed and warranted.
The Brookings Institution
APPENDIX
The match-merge process required the calculation of the major and minor
income source for each tax unit and the use of this information togroup tax
returns into equivalence classes from which the actual matches were selected.
The details concerning the definitions of these concepts are given below.
Major and Minor Income Source
Each tax unit in both the Tax File and the SEO Filewas classified into a
single major income source category on the basis of the amounts and types
reported. The criteria for grouping were similar for both files, but involved slight
differences because the data available were not identical in both data sets. Because
of the differences that existed, it was necessary to aggregate the amounts for several
income sources in order to obtain total business income in the Tax File and in
both files it was necessary to sum several income components to obtain the total
property income. Wage and salary income and farm income were reported mdi-
vidually in both the SEO and Tax Files.
Tax File. In the Tax File, capital gain income and royalty incomewere not
used for determining the major income source since comparable informationon
these receipts was not available in the SEO.2° Wage and farm income information
was collected separately and, hence, involved no aggregation.
Business income was reported under several different categories: income
from business or profession, partnership income, and small business corporation
income. The total business income for the return was calculatedas the sum of
the absolute amounts of each of these components.
'Work of this kind is now underway in the Office of Research and Statistics, at the Social Security
Administration. Their project involves direct linking of micro-unit data from a subsample of SEO
units with information from the Social Security Master Earnings Records and tax returns.
20Capital gains are specifically excluded from the income concept used in the SEO. While royalty
income should have been reported, it was included in the same category as "other regular income"
on the SEO questionnaire and we believe that little, if any. of such income was actually reported.
337Property income was also reported under several different categories in each
tax return. The total was computed as the sum of taxable dividends and dividend
exclusion; interest income from banks, savings and loan assoCiations, and all
other sources; net rental income: income from pensions and annuities; and income
from estates and trusts.
SEO File.Determining the amounts of the various major types of income
was much simpler in the SEO tax units since information there was collected in
much less detail than was the case for tax returns. The only category which in-
volved aggregation was property income. Total property income was computed
as the sum of dividends, interest, rental income, and pensions for each taunit.
Determining major income source.For each tax unit in both files, the largest
income source (in absolute value) was deemed to be the major incomesource.
The various possibilities were considered in the following sequence: (I)wages;
(2) nonfarm business income; (3) farm income; and (4) property income. In each
case, the test made was whether the absolute value of the source being considered
was greater than or equal to the slim of the absolute values of the other three
possibilities. Thus, in the unlikely event that the amount of wage incomewas
exactly equal to the sum of all other income sources, the unit would be classified
as having wages as the major income source.
Minor income source.In order to refine the pattern of income variable,we
next defined a minor income source classification within each of the major income
source categories. The individual components for each of the four minor source
categories were defined as they were for the major incomesource calculation.
To qualify as a minor source, the amount of inconie in thecategory had to
be at least $50 and had to equal at least 20 percent of the majorincome source
amount for wages; 20 percent for nonfarm business income; 15percent for farm
income; and 2 percent of the major source amount forproperty income. In order
to relax the stringency of the criteria for higher-income units,a dollar amount
floor was also established. If the amount of income ina category was equal to or
greater than the following minima, it was automatically acceptedas a minor
source: for wages, $3,000; for nonfarm business income, $3,000; for farm income,
$2,000; and for property income, $400.
Of course, whenever a unit received income from onlya single source, none
of the minor source requirementswere met and in the equivalence class definition
table below, these units are designated by onlyone letter indicating the major
income source (e.g., "W" indicates thatwages were the major and sole income
source). Another possibility was that the unitreported income from some source
other than the major one, but that the secondaryincome source did not meet any
of the minor income source criteria. In thiscase,"C"is used to indicate the presence
of a small amount of income other than themajor source. In addition, since we did
not allow for other than a major and minor incomesource, if these two categories
did not exhaust the total income reported,we indicate the presence of additional
income by "e". Thus, "W ± P + c" indicates that the majorincome source was
wages, the minor income source was property, and that therewas some additional
income reported in the tax unit. For almostall units, the pattern described by
the major and minor incomesource categories was found to be more than
adequate.
338Class Marital Status Number of
Number Income Pattern' and Ageh Exemptions
W Single
Under 65
2 W Married 1,2
Under 65
3 W Married 3
Under 65
4 W Married 4
Under 65
5 W Married 5±
Under 65
6 W Single 2-54-
Under 65
7 W All marital status 1-5-f
65 +
8 W+e Single 1
Under 65
9 W + e Single 2-5+
Under 65
10 W+e Single 1,2
65-i-
Ii W+e Single 3
65 +
12 W+c Single 4
65 +
13 W + e Single 5+
65 +
14 W + e Married 1-5+
Al! ages
15 W + B or W + B-I-e Single l--5+
All ages
16 V + B or W + B + e Married 1,2
All ages
17 W + B or W + B + e Married 3
All ages
18 W + B or W + B + e Married 4,5+
All ages
19 W + F or W + F + e All marital status 1-5+
All ages
20 W + P Single 1-5+
Under 65
21 W + P Married 1,2
Under 65
22 W + P Married 3
Under 65
23 W + P Married 4,5+
Under 65
24 W + P or W + P + e All marital status, 65+1-5±
Single 65+ 1-5+
25 W + P + e Single 1-5+
Under 65
26 W + P + e Married 1.2
Under 65
27 W+P+e Married 3
Under 65
28 W + P + e Married 4,5+
U rider 65
TABLE A-I








29 W+P Married 1-5-f
65+
30 B Married 1-3
All ages
31 B Married 4,5+
All ages
32 B Single 1-5+
All ages
33 B Single 1-5+
All ages
34 B+e Married 1,2
Under 65
35 B -- e Married 3
Under 65
36 B+e Married 4
Under 65
37 B+e Married 5+
Under 65
38 II+W or B -i- W+e Single 1-5
All ages
39 B+W or B + e Married 1,2
Under 65
40 B+W or B+W + e Married 3
Under 65
41 B or B+W+e Married 4,5 +
Under 65
42 B+W or H + W + e Married I-S + 65
43 B + F or B + F + e All marital status 1-5+
All ages
44 B+P Single 1-5+
All ages
45 II Married 1,2
Under 65
46 B+P Married 3
Under 65
47 B+P Married 4,5+
Under 65
48 B Married 1-5+
65+
49 B -f P 4-e Single 1-5+
All ages
511 B+P + e Married 1.2
Under 65
SI B+P+c Married 3
Under 65
52 B -f P+e Married 4,5 +
Under 65
53 B -f P + e Married 1-5+
65i
54 F All marital status 1-5-f
All ages
55 F + e All marital status
All ages
56 F+W or F+W+e All marital status I5+
All agesTABLE A-I (continued)
Marital Status Number of




















F + B or F + B + e
F + P or F + P + e
P or P + e
P or P + e
P or P + e
P or P + e
P + W or P + \V -1- e
P + W or P + W + e
P + W or P + W + e
P + B or P f B + e
P + B or P + B + e
P + B or P + B + e
P + F or P + F + e





In designating the source of income, the letters have the following meaning:
"W," wages; "B," business; "F," farm; "F," property; and 'c." epsilon (small
amount of income from sources other than those designated). The first letter given
always denotes the major income source and ii it is not followed by other letters, it is
the only income source (e.g., "W" means wages are major and only source). The
second letter designates the minor income source and when two capital letters appear
the sum of the major and minor income is equal to the total. If "e" appears in the
income pattern list, it means that the sum of the major and minor source income
was less than total income; or if no minor income source existed, the major income
source was less than total income.
In this table, "single" marital status includes head-of-household and surviving
spouse returns as well as single individual returns. "Married" refers to joint returns
filed by married couples. Age "under 65" or "65 +" is determined on the basis of























































Aftcr thc major and minor income source pattern for each return was deter-
mined, this plus other information from each return was used to group the tax
units in each file into equivalence classes for matching. Although the number of
possible classes was very large, there were 74 equivalence classes actually used in
the match-merge process. The definitions of characteristics used for forming the
classes are presented in Table A-I.
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COMMENTS
ny CHRISTOPHER A. SIMs
Okner in this paper describesan ingenious procedure without discussing its
theoretical basis. A little thought on the structure of the practicalproblem Okner
is trying to solve shows that his method produces biaseswhich could be avoided
by the use of different, but no more complicated, procedures.
Okner is confronted with two samples, one roughly three times the sizeof
the other, with the overlap (the number of individuals appearingin both samples)
clearly negligible. Certain variables, which we shall call X,appear in both samples.1
Other variables, Y, appear only in the larger (IRS) sample, and stillothers, Z,
appear only in the smaller (SEO) sample. Okner would prefer to havea single
sample with information on X, V. and Z. Since this doesnot exist, he proceeds
to generate from the available data an artificial sample which he hopes has the
same properties as the ideal sample.
Okner's problem is a special case of the following general problem:Given
samples from two marginal distributions of a joint distribution, estimatethe joint
distribution and generate a sample from it. The hard part of thisproblem is
estimating the joint distribution. Okner has handled thispart badly by failing to
separate it from the trivial problem of sample generation.
Once we have framed the problem this way, it is clear first ofall that there
is no information in the sample on the joint distribution ofZ, Yconditional on X.
To get the joint distribution of X, V. and Z, we needan a priori assumption about
the joint distribution of Y, Z conditional on X. Theone Okner implicitly makes is
that Y, Z are independent for given X. This may bea reasonable way to proceed,
but the assumption ought to be stated explicitly and discussed. Thereare possible
objections for the procedure. Apparently the most importantcomponent of Y is
capital gains income. Is it true that, given other majorcomponents of the tax
return, capital gains are independent of sociological categories? Itseems to me
possible that ownership of stocks might bemore important for older people,
more or less educated people (1 can think of arguments both ways), and urban
area residents. To the extent that capital gains make an important contribution
to income distribution, the artificial sample Okner has generated will give artificial
answers to questions about income distribution by the categories just named.
A more important criticism of Okner's procedure is that,once we have
accepted the assumption of Z, Y independence for given X,a procedure which
simply matches observations from the two samples is likelyto generate biases.
To see this, let us first consider what a good procedure might be. Ideally,one
Though one of the major components of Okner's work involved generating X ina form compar-
able to that in the IRS sample from the SF0 sample, I have no objection to the procedure bywhich
Okner did this. Also, one of Okner's purposes was to correct for suspected bias in theSEO sample
data for X. I think he could have done this better by a different procedure but leave this issueto the
side for now.
343would formulate a prior distribution on parameters of the conditional distribu-
tions of Y and 7 given X, then use the sample information to estimate those
distributions. The statistical technique required to implement this approach lies
outside the standard econometric repertoire, but it could be handled along lines
formally similar to those used by Robert Shiller2 in putting Bayesian prior
distributions on lag distributions. Short of the ideal procedure, one could devise
an approximately Bayes procedure which avoids any serious bias along lines in
many ways similar to what Okner does.
Suppose X has dimension k and that in every region of the X space we can
specify a k-dimensional interval 1(X) such that for values of X separated by less
than 1(X) the distribution of Y conditional on X is independent of X. We could
then partition X-space into cells, none of which was larger than the local 1(X).
In cells densely filled with observations, we could estimate the conditional distri-
bution of Ydirectly within the cell by standard methods. Where cells were sparsely
populated, we would need some smoothness assumptions on the parameters of
the conditional distribution of Y, and these would lead us to some kind of regression
techniquepossibly as simple as just interpolating values from nearby, more
densely populated cells.
We could do as Okner does and avoid the problem of estimating the X, Z
distribution by using the original sample points for X, Z in our artificial sample.
Furthermore, there would be little harm in matching Y values with X, Z values
directly, without explicitly estimating the conditional distribution of Y,so long
as all matches stayed within cells. Where Okner's procedure results in bias is
where he makes matches which run across cells.
As it stands, Okner's procedure selects a "cell" corresponding to each point
in the SEO sample, then looks for matches within it. His cellsare defined by age,
family status, income pattern, and income level. Okner's approach led him to
want cells which would all contain small non-zero numbers of sample points,
without explicit concern for the criteria developed in this comment. Hence he
aggregated across age and marital status classifications to obtain cells whichare
clearly broader in that dimension than would be consistent with nearly constant
parameters for the Ydistribution, yet he chose narrow bands for the level of major
source income. In any case it is clear that some of his matches run across not only
his own cells (the "hand matches"), but also the cells which would arise from the
criteria of this comment.
Two kinds of bias are likely. First, where cross-cell matchesoccur randomly,
the variance of the conditional distribution of Y given X willclearly be upward
biased. This will tend, e.g., to impart upward bias tomeasures of income inequality
conditional on Z. In Okner's problem, that would bean upward bias in income
inequality within sociological categories. More important, wherever the density
of the X, Ysample varies systematically with X, there willbe a systematic tendency
for cross-cell matches to be foundon the side of X where density is higher. This
effect explains the bias Okner found at theupper end of the income distribution.
For high incomes, sampling density in the IRS sample isincreasing with total
income. Thus in searching for a match toa high-income SEO return, Okner was
2
"A Distributed Lag Estimator Derived From Smoothing Priors' Paper presentedat the 1971
Meetings of the Econometric Society.
344more likely to find the match on the high-income side because therewere more
IRS returns on that side.3 As faras I can see, the disparity in sampling densities
between SEQ and IRS samples by which Oknerpurports to explain the bias is
irrelevant. The bias comes from the slope in the IRS samplingrate in a region of
the distribution where cells are sparsely populated.
Finally a word about Okner's correction for reportingbias in the SEQ
income items. The way to correct for that would beto compare the distributions
of items in the SEO "tax returns" with the corresponding distributionsfrom the
IRS sample. Where disparities occurred, they could be correctedby resealing the
SEO distribution so it matched the iRS distribution. All of thiscould be and ought
to be done before the matching procedure, since otherwise the reportingbias
infects the matching. As it stands, Okner corrects the artificial jointdistribution to
match the IRS distribution, after the matching. I stronglysuspect that some of the
bias being corrected for in this way comes out of the matchingprocedure itself. If
reporting bias had been taken care ofat the start, statistically significantbiases in
the artificial joint distribution would providea warning signal for some kinds of
bias in estimation of the joint distribution.
University of Mthnesota
National Bureau of Economic Research
Okner does describe use of relative sample weights in his random selection procedure to assure
truly random choice. But this applies only to within cell matches. In areas of the distribution where
cells were sparsely populated, the random selection procedure was never invoked.Annals ofEconomic andSocialMeasurement, 1/3, 1972
COMMENTS
BY JON K. PECK
Sims' commentson the Okner matching procedure providea much-needed
theoretical analysis, butsome of the implications of his analysis forthe validity of the match require furtherconsideration.
It is clearly true that thetwo samples available provideno information on the joint distribution of Yand Zgiven X when one sample containsobservations on the sets of variables X and Zand the other on X and Y. Thisnecessitates some
assumption such as independence. Butthis may not be as badan assumption as
Sims supposes, since X, thegroup of variables on which both samplescontain data, includes not only certain kindsof income but significantamounts of demo-
graphic data as well (even thoughthe data are not always exactlycomparable between the two samples). Whetherthis is adequate will dependon the dimensions
which are of interest in the matchedpopulation.
The ideal procedure which Simssketches would make explicitmany assump-
tions which are implicit in the Oknerprocedure, but the explicit specificationof the joint prior distribution wouldbe an enormous task because ofthe very large
number of parameters to be specifiedand the interdependencies in theprior.
There is a choice to be made betweenmatching procedures such as that used
by Okner and more explicit estimationtechniques for the joint distributionsuch as
regression analysis or averagingor interpolation schemes. If one could confidently
specify the functional relationships involved,this could be a satisfactory approach.
But the problem is mademore complex by the need to preservemany nonlinear
relationships, some of whichare stochastic, among predicted variables. For
example, the IRS code prescribesnumerous relationships among the variables ina
tax return so that the average ofa valid tax returns is not in general a validtax
return. While violating these relationshipsmay do little damage in some aggregate
dimensions, for many purposes theserelationships are very important. For example,
for calculating the effects ofa change in the standard deduction percentageon the
income distribution, the answers calculatedfrom averaged and unaveragedreturns
are likely to differ significantly.
Another difficulty witha regression approach is the danger ofintroducing systematic relationshipsamong variables, or strengthening existingones, which will lead a researcherunaware of the manner in which the datawere constructed to find statistically significant butartificial relationshipsamong the sample
variables. Of course, this isa danger with any imputation procedure,but it is
particularly acute in the regressioncase. Ideally, the researcher should not haveto know that he is dealing withan artificial sample.
Sims asserts that biases arise in thematching process when matchesoccur
across the cells within which the distribution hasconstant parameters.' The biases
Rosenblatt [1] has shown that there doesnot exist any unbiased, nonnegative, and symmetric
estimator of a univariate continuous density function.This is not to imply, of course, that identifiable
biases cannot be reduced or elimrnated.
347arise both in the conditional variance of Y given A' and inthe mean of the Y Z
distribution. It is difficult to assess the importance of thesebiases. Firstly, the cell
definitions in the matching were dynamic and "fuzzy-edged".The set of potential
IRS tax return matches was strictly restricted toa subset of the original cellgroup-
ing. The subset consisted of those returns lying withina nonsymmetric and variable
width income interval containing the SEOtax return income; the width of the
interval depended on the density of returnsat that point and the SEO income
amount. This set was restricted further bya set of other criteria (the consistency
scores) which were used in a more flexible andprobabilistic way. If this resulted
in an unsatisfactory set of returns, theset was enlarged by widening itsboundaries
successively until an acceptable choicewas available or the proceduregave up.
Then a match was chosen by hand. Of the28,643 matches, 97 percentwere
accomplished using the first set found. Therefore,the seventy-four cells listedby Okner should be regardedas very loose upper bounds on the eligiblepopulation.2 Further, although some biasesmay be induced by this classificationsystem, it is not
obvious that in terms of, say, themean squared error of the matches, the procedure
will not do as well as the method Simssuggests. There is clearly a tradeoff between
larger cell populations and thusgreater heterogeneity withia cells, andsmall
homogeneous cells which aresparse in some dimensions. But it is not obviousthat
the particular cells which Oknerchooses are optimal. If one is reallyto assess the quality of the matchingprocess, the uses to be made of the resultmust be con-
sidered, and a loss function shouldbe specified.
In particular, Sims' explanationof the large biases at theupper end of the income distributionseems implausible. He attributes the biasto the sharply
increasing IRS sampling densityat the upper end of the incomedistribution. In fact this density increases inwidely spaced jumps at $10,000,$30,000, $50,000,
$100,000 and $200,000 of AdjustedGross Income and isconstant between jumps.
A typical income band fora unit with $20,000 AG! would havea width of $800. Therefore, it is likely thatmost of the weights for eligibletax returns for any single
match will be equal except aroundthesejump points.3 In thepopulation, of course, the density falls sharply withincreasing income in thisrange; therefore, Sims' analysis would suggestan underestimate of high income itemsrather than the overestimate which was observed.
Finally, 1 believe that Simshas misunderstood the Okneradjustment for reporting bias in the SEO incomeitems. The adjustmentprocess was accomplished
in approximately themanner which Sims recommends. Asecond correction was made after the matching. Thiscorrection needs to be caretullyinspected to detect flaws in the matchingprocess which may well be significant.But I feel these flaws, to the extent they were avoidable,are more likely to be due toan inadequate definition of a good match(i.e., a loss function) thanto statistical flaws in the general approach.
Yale Unitersity
REFERENCES
[1] Rosenbtatt, Murray, "Remarkson Some Nonparametric Estimates ofa Density Function", Annals of Ala:hema,jcaI Statistics, Vol. 27,1956, pp. 832-837.
2
Even the "hand-matches", which numberedonly151,stayed within these bounds The use of the amount of "major source"income as the income definition formatching reduces ihe probability that all the weights inan eligible set of returns will be equal.
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COMMENTS
BY EDWARD C. BUDD*
The microdata file constructed by the Brookings Institution by statistically merging
the 1967 Survey of Economic Opportunity (SEO) and the 1966 Tax Model (TM),t
while one of the first of its kind, is not quite unique. The Office of Business Eco-
nomics (now the Bureau of Economic Analysis) as part of its methodology for
estimating the size distribution of income for 1964, has carried out a somewhat
similar statistical match of the March 1965 Current Population Survey (for income
year 1964) (CPS) and the 1964 Tax Model. A morecomplete account of that
match, together with a description of the other techniques used in estimating the
completed series, is contained in another article,1 and my remarks will be con-
fined largely to a comparison of the methods used in the two statistical link
projects.
It is perhaps unnecessary to elaborate on why such links, particularly those
between'! .3urvcys and administrative records such as tax returns, are needed.
Information contained in one is often not available in the other (e.g., absence of
demographic data on tax returns); the quality of income data in field surveys is
usually inferior to that contained in administrative records; the latter, on the other
hand, do not contain the information needed to assemble them into consumer
units (families and unrelated individuals).
While statistical links have their limitations, there are few if any alternatives.
Exact matches (matching records from different sources for the same individual or
sets of individuals) are, as Okner notes, not feasible forresearchers outside of
those in a few selected Federal agencies. Besides criticizing Okner'smatch, Sims
refers to an alternate procedure of statistically estimating the joint distributionof
different variables in the two files (Z for exclusively SEO variables, Yfor exclusively
TM variables, and X for those in both files), although his description is so sketchy
that it is difficult to tell what he has in mind. He correctly points out, although
perhaps it is obvious, that Okner's match is based on the assumption "that Y, Z
are independent conditional on X," since X is bydefinition all the information
that the two files have in common. In effect the SEO provides amatrix of X and Z;
the TM, of X and Y. A statistical match is simply a method ofestimating the joint
distribution of Y and Z on a micro-record basis by combining the two matrices
via the X's. If Sims's suggested method avoids a record-by-recordmatch simply
by aggregating and grouping the data for the two files before carrying outthe
estimation of the joint distribution, the difference between his method and statisti-
cal matches seems rather trivial.
$ The views expressed here are the author's and do not necessarily reflect those of the Department
of Commerce. I am indebted to Daniel B. Radner for numerous discussions of the comparisons and
criticisms presented in this comment.
f Editor's Note: Okner prefers to use the term "Tax File" since it suggests the possibility of
using different taxschedules;"tax model" connotesbehavioralrelationships.
Edward C. Budd, 'The Creation of a Microdata File for Estimating the Size Distribution of
Income,"The Renew ojincome and Wealth,December 1971, pp. 3 17-333.
349Sims lays considerable emphasis Ofl the use of incomplete information on the
relation between Y and Z obtained from outside the two files in his estimation
procedure, although it would have to be somewhat more precise than the kinds
of hunches that he uses for illustration. (If the outside informationwere complete,
there would be little point to the original estimation.) While one mightagree that
such data ought to be used if they exist, it would certainly be helpful to those ofus
working on statistical matching if he would develop precise methods for doingso.
Perhaps the more important role for outside information would be in determining
the comparability of the X's between the two files, rather than the relation between
Yand Z. In most cases, the X's are not really defined in thesame way in each file,
and even if they were, they would be subject to different processing andresponse
errors. For example, external evidence on the extent of underreporting of income
types infield surveys as compared with tax returns ought, as Sims notes, to be taken
account of before income is used as a matching variable.
There are a number of important differences in the methods used by OBE and
by Brookings in creating their respective "merged' files, several of which will be
described below. Some of these differences, it is true,may be due to differences in
purpose: ours was to estimate the size distribution of family personal income, with
tax return incomes being used primarily to correct the amounts reported in the
CPS, whereas Okner's match was designed foruse in the Brookings study of tax
burdens. This point should not be overemphasized, however; themost appropriate
solution to a number of the problems raised in statistical matchingmay not be
that sensitive to differences inpurpose. Furthermore, both the OBE and Brookings
projects require both tax information and informationon income size distribution
for their final results.
One major difference lies in sampling. No samplingwas involved in the OBE
method. Each and every CPS recordwas retained, on the assumption that the CPS
correctly represented the domestic noninstitutional populationuniverse; each tax
return was used once and only once, on the assumption thatthe TM correctly
reflected the universe of tax filers. Given thatevery return had to be assigned to
some person or married couple, our problem was then to find themost likely can-
didates for each of those returns. Okner,on the other hand, sampled the TM to
obtain the returns to be matched with the SEO units withincomes below $30,000;
some returns were presumably used more than once, othersnot at all. Aside from
the added variance resulting from sampling, this differenceneed not be important
if the sampling can be done without introducingbias, although, for reasons cited
below, his methods do notappear to have met this latter condition. SEO units
above $30,000, on the other hand,were discarded and replaced with all the tax
returns above that income limit. This substitution produced biasesas well, although
not necessarily attributable to sampling.
Another related difference lies in the handling ofthe different weights in the
two files that were merged. One of our goalsat OBE was to avoid reweighting the
TM file by the substitution of CPS for TM weightsafter matching. (Weights differ
for each person in the CPS, although theyare not a function of income size; the
TM, on the other hand, is stratified bytype of return and by [adjusted gross]
income.) We first classified our records formatching purposes into cells on the
basis of information common to each file(marital status; ageunder 65, and 65
350and over: existence and relative size [by rank) of wage income, self-employment
incomes, and property income), with each cell being defined so that it had the
same weighted number of records in both files, thus assuring that the correspond-
ing universes for the CPS and tax returns would be the same br any given cell.
We then split the records in each file so that the weight of a (split) CPS record would
be identical with that of the (split) TM record combined with it. To illustrate, sup-
pose within one of our matching cells with weighted records of5,000, there were
2 CPS records, each with a weight of 2,500, and 5 TM records, each with a weight
of 1,000. Our matching procedure then created 6 merged records, 4 with a weight
of 1,000 each and 2 with a weight of 500 each. Since reweighting of either file was
thereby avoided, the income types (whether taken from CPS or IRS) when summed
necessarily equal the corresponding income aggregate in either the CPS or TM
before matching. The cost of this precision was the length of our merged file; the
number of records it contains is (approximately) equal to the sum of the records
in each of the two files taken separately. We could, of course, have matched CPS
records with tax returns by sampling within each cell, with the probability of
selection proportion to the weight of the record. This would have avoided lengthen-
ing our file, but at the cost of introducing additional sampling error, although not
necessarily any bias, into the results.
Okner's procedure was quite different. For each SEO record he defined a set
of criteria (e.g., marital status of return, number of dependents, presence and size
of certain income types) for selecting a sample of returns eligible for matching with
that record. In this process, however, he ignored the weight of the SEO records,
and took account of the TM weights only insofar as the probability of selectionof
a return included in one of his cells for matching with an SEOrecord was made
proportional to the former's weight. Thus there was no assurance that the popula-
tion represented by the SEO record was the same as the tax universe represented
by the eligible TM records. To illustrate, suppose for a particular SEO record with
a weight of 3,000, there were eligible for matching with it,determined by the criteria
outlined in Okner's paper, 11 TM records, one with a weight of 1,000 and 10 with
a weight of 100. Assume that the draw is made and the returnwith the 1,000 weight
is selected. It will, therefore, be reweighted by a factor of 3. Half of this reweighting
(1,000) allows for the other 10 returns that had a chance to be drawn but were not,
with some consequent increase in sampling error. The other half of the reweight-
ing, however, results in increasing the weight of the returns in this part of the IRS
sample over and above the weight the returns originally had, thus overstating their
importance in the merged file relative to their importance in the TM. Returns in
other parts of the TM file could, of course, have lost weight in the matching process.
That the effect of this reweighting was not random and resulted in biases in
estimating the TM income types is indicated by the fact that many of the income
type aggregates in Okner's merged file differ substantially from thecorresponding
TM or SO! totals. A more accurate test of the resulting bias could be obtained by
comparing the size distributions of income types in Okner's merged file with those
in the TM; such distributions are not, however, available from the Brookings'
papers. OBE's merged file, in contrast, canreproduce exactly the TM's totals and
size distributions for the various TM income types.
A third major difference was the treatment of underreporting of income in the
351field survey relative totax data. (Only for farm incomecan the former he saidto be better than the latter.)The primary purpose ofour match was to adjustthe CPS for income underreportingby using tax returns,and our proceduresin defining cells and in matchingrecords took, explicitaccount ofdifferences in income and earnings levels betweenthe two files. In definingthe wage classesused for matching records withinour marital status and agegroups, for example,we ranked CPS records and taxreturns from highest to lowest interms of wage income,and divided them into classesbased on their percentileposition in the distributionTo illustrate, one ofour classes might haveencompassed all records in eachfile lying between the 4th and 5thpercentiles (from the top),including all records inthe CPS between $19,000 and $17,500,and in the TM from$22,500 and $20,000.Our matching procedure in thisparticular (hypothetical)class would result inmatching tax returns with wage incomeaveraging about $3,000 higherthan thecorrespond ing wage incomesreported by the CPS units.2
Okner, on the other hand,selected returns eligiblefor matching withan SF0 record on the basis of thedollar size of majorsource income (the firstpass being restricted to returns withmajor source incomewti the limits ofa 4percent band of the correspondingincome type reported bythe SEQ unit). in viewof the under. reporting pattern previouslyreferred to, SEO recordswere undoubtedly matched with tax returns havingmajor source incomebelow the SF0 units"true" income (or at least the incomereported on the taxreturns the SEO units filedin real life). Underreporting bias thusappears to pervade the Brookingsmatch. While it is true that in a subsequent"income adjustment"stage, the various incometypes in the merged filewere blown up or adjusted byother techniquesto their correspond. ing control totalsas defined and estimatedby Okner, this latterstep is not sufficient to eliminatethe effect ofunderreporting bias fromthe relative dis- tributions.
One specific Sourceof bias might bementioned. The use ofincomes as actually reported in the SEO andto IRS for definingmajor and minorincome sources ignores the differentialunderreporting by incometype. Thus, a 'true"major Source could be Converted intoa minor source, ora "true" minor sourceneglected entirely, by failingto correct for underreporting
before matching, withthe matches taking placemore often than they shouldwith respect to thebetter reported income types. Wage income, forexample, is particularlywell reported both in theSEO and on tax returns, at leastrelative to other incometypes. This may beone reason why so much wage incomerelative to Okner'scontrol was obtained inthe merged file. One way to havehandled this problemwould have beento blow up to control totals the incometypes in both files thatwere used for matching, beforethe match was carried out.
The failure to firstcorrect for underreporting alsobiased the selectionof non- filers. Since nonfilerswere chosen on the basisof incomes reportedby SEO units and on legal filingrequirements too few SEOunits wouldappear to have been assigned tax returns, witha bias towards nonfilerstatus for those SEO unitshaving the less adequatelyreported income types.Indeed, the numberof Okner's "SEO
2See Budd, op. cii..pp. 324-327, for a more detaileddcsjon of the use of"ranking" in our matching process.
352tax units" (i.e., filers) is 2.5 percent less than the actual number of returns filed, as
reported in the 1966 SOI.3
It should he noted that the discrepancy between "SF.O tax units" and actual
returns filed is considerably greater for particular typesofreturns: SEO units
assigned single returns were more than 12 percent short of the actual number of
single returns filed ; on the other hand, units assigned head-of-household and sur-
viving spouse returns exceeded the actual number of such returns filed by two-
thirds! This latter discrepancy should have created some suspicion that many
SEO units, though perhaps eligible to file head-of-household and surviving spouse
returns, were not in fact doing so, and hence some should have been assigned other
types of return. Indeed, Okner's procedure might be characterized as assigning to
SF0 units tax returns they "ought" to have filed on the basisofinformation
reported in the SEO, rather than the returns they actually (11(1 file. Indeed, the latter
phrase is more descriptive of our approach to the problemsofselecting nonlilers
and deciding what type of return to assign to filers, although space unfortunately
is lacking to justify this characterization of the differences between the two
methods.
Okner's decision to discard all SEO records with incomes above 530,000 and
simply substitute tax returns for that part of the SEO distribution points up some
ofthe difficulties in the Brookings match I have already discussed. If the match is
carried out by sampling, sampling error becomes a serious problem above this
point becauseofthe sharp reduction in the weight of the TM records. (This diffi-
culty can only be resolved, as we did at OBE, by splitting records, an option rejected
by Okner apparently for technical reasons.) In addition, the failure to allow for
underreporting is far more serious for the upper income part of the file. It is not
so much that the high income people are not in the SEO file; rather, they are being
recorded at incomes below their "true" levels as reported on their corresponding
tax returns. It is no wonder that there are so many more tax returns than SEO
units (in termsofweighted numbers of records) at high incomes. Indeed, there are
many returns with incomes well in excess of the highest income reported by any
SEO unit ; adherence to Okner's matching methods would, for instance, lose all of
those returns lying above the income band for the highest SEO unit. In terms of
my previous discussion of the reweighting problem, the population universeofthe
SEO and the tax return universe at higher incomes, when the comparison is made
in termsofabsolute income level (rather than relative income size), is simply not
the same: the latter is always greater than the former.
Given these difficulties in his matching methods, it is not surprising that
Okner felt forced to use a substitute procedure for the high income portion. That
this path was, or had to be, chosen was indeed unfortunate for the qualityofthe
merged file. For one thing, the upper part of the file remains on a tax return rather
than a consumer unit basis; for another, no demographic information is available
for high income units. Nor is this a trivial matter. While it may be true that this part
ofthe file comprises less than 2 percent of the number of returnspresumably a
See Okner's Table I. In fact, this table underestimates by 300,000 the actual number of returns
filed, since all (not just one half) of separate returns with two taxpayer exemptions must be counted.
Footnotes (a) and (b) to that table can only be applied to separate returns containing one taxpayer
exemption.
353higher percent in terms ofconsumer unitsthe individualsand marriedcouples comprising it must account for at least 10to i 2 percent of totalincome, evenmore for other income types,such as self-employment andproperty ncorne This comment has certainlynot touched on all thedifferences betweenthe two merged files and the methodsby which theywere created. But itShould be sufficient to permit the readerto judge the relative qualityof the two filesand their usefulness in meetingmore general needs as wellas the purposes forwhich they were created. Further, it should be keptin mind that the OBEand Brook ingsfiles are the firstoftheir kind. Workon the statistical matchingofdata files is stillin its infancy, and we shouldbe able to look forwardto the developmentof new and improved methods insubsequent work on themergingoffiles.
The Pennsylvania StateUniversity and
U.S. DepartmentofCom,nerc
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REJOINDER
BY CHRISTOPHER A. SIMS
Budd and Peck do not, as far as I can see, effectively respond to the main substance
of my criticism of Okner. Perhaps, because of the way my comment was phrased,
they did not understand how fundamental is my objection to creating artificial
samples by matching, regardless of the details of the procedure.
To see my criticism in a different way, let us pose the question, "Is there any
circumstance under which matching can be shown to lead to an artificial sample
with the properties of a real sample?" That is, given the situation I set forth in my
comment, with observations on X, Y from one sample and on X, Z from another
sample, when will it be true that by matching observations according to X, an
artificial Y, Z sample will result whose distribution is the true joint Y, Z distribu-
tion? If the joint distribution of X, Y, and Z has a probability density function,
then the artificial sample will have the right distribution only if X, Y and Z are
mutually independent. And in this case it does not matter how one performs the
matching. One can match randomly and still get the appropriate distribution.
Budd, Okner, and Peck clearly do not believe their X, Y, and Z variables are
independent, since otherwise they would not have bothered with their elaborate
matching algorithms. I think what they are relying on is instead the assumptions
(i) that Y, Z are independent given (conditional on) X and (ii) that the two samples
are both very dense, in the sense that it is possible todo the matching in such a
way that, if X1 is matched with X, the difference betweenthe conditional distribu-
tion of Y, Z given X1 and the conditional distribution given X3 is small. The
relations between the conditional distributions of Y and Z and the conditioning
variable X is a regression relation.1 If the values of the regression functions
relating the parameters of the Y and Z distributions to X show very small changes
between the matched pairs of X's, then the artificial samplegenerated by matching
will have approximately the distribution of an actual sample.2 Butif this assump-
tion of slowly-changing regression functions fails, the matchingprocedure is un-
workable. Hence, it seems reasonable to suggest that anyone who usesthe matching
procedure present some evidence or argument that over the entire rangein which
he does matching, regression functions are slowly-changingrelative to the gaps
between matched X's. Not only do Okner (and Budd, in his Reviewof Income and
Wealth paper) fail to address this question, but when we do look atthe details
of Okner's procedure, it seems quite likely that the regression functions arenot
slowly-changing across all his matches, or even across most of them.
Budd and Peck seem to think that the only way to meet my objectionsis to
escalate the computational complexity of the procedure. It is truethat [think that
by a slight increase in computational complexity, a much betterartificial sample
By definition. A regression is such a relation. Least squares, interpolation, taking means, even
matching, are different ways to estimate different kinds of regressions.
2 Again assuming independence of Yand Zconditional on X.
355could be preparedHowever, if we require thatthere be no resort to explicit regression estimatesat all, one can still improveon the Budd and Okner pro- cedures. In the firstplace, one would define"cells" in such a way that withincells the regressionfunctions can reasonablybe supposed to be nearlyconstant. Then, in regions of thesample space whereevery cell has at least one X in eachcell from each sample,one could match--either byOkner's procedure of random sampling within cellsor by Budd's procedure of rankingall observations within these regions andmatching byrank,3For those parts of thedistribution where X's in both samplesare not dense enough to allowwithin-cell matches,one would do what Okneralready does forhigh-income returns: abandonthe attempt to match, and listobservations from bothsamples separately. Thisprocedure might seem to result ina less "convenient" artificialsample. But users of the sample who are mainlyinterested in the denseparts of the distribution willfind the inconvenience minor,Those whoare interested in the less denseparts of the distribution as well willnot be able to use the sample,but this is better than their being given a samplewhich appears to containinformation about questionsthat interest them when infact it does not.
Of course,many of the areas notsampled densely enoughto justify the assumption that regressionfunctions are nearlyconstant across all matches would he populateddensely enoughto justify an assumptionthat regression functions are, say,approximately linearacross all matches. If enoughcomputer time could bespared to estimate quitea number of local linearregressions, perhaps by rougher andquicker techniques thanleast squares, then theartificial sample could usefullybe extended thisway.
Two specificremarks by Peck deserveresponses. First, he states thatany use of explicit regressionestimation techniques wouldbe prohibitively difficult because of the needto preserve non-linearrelations amongst,e.g., entries in the tax returns. Theseflon-linearities seem to be oftwo kinds: somequantities, like numbers of dependents,have discontinuousdistribution functions,and others are exact, nOn-linear functionsof other entrieson the return (like thetax given everything else). Theexact dependenciescan be taken care of byestimating distributions only for theindependentcomponents of the tax return,calculating the dependentcomponents from the others afterartificial values of theindependent components have beengenerated. Entries likenumbers of dependentsor dollars worth of exemptionscould be handled simplyby not makingthe mistake of treating themasifthey had CofltiflUOusprobability distributionsThus, if fora particular observationwe have estimated theconditional meanofnumber of dependents to be 5.3with a conditionalstandard error of 0.6,we generate our observation's number ofdependents froma distributionconcentrated on the integers with thismean and this standarderror.
Peck also remarks that,because the increasein IRS samplingdensities occurs in discrete jumpsat points widely spacedrelative touKners income hands, it is unlikely that myexplanation for theupward bias in Okner'sestimateofincome
Budd's procedure wouldmake sense only withinregions wheie wewere quite sure that theX's from both sampleswere dense enough withoutany explicit dIvisjoof the space intocells. Once you have the cells, definedas lam suggesting, it would bea waste of computatiJeffort to rank observa tioris within cells for thematch.
356in the upper brackets is the correct one. Here I wantonly to say that I think Peck
effectively answers himself in his own footnote.The widely spaced jumps in
sampling density are for adjusted gross income.Okner's narrow income bands
are for major source income. Inthe upper brackets many returns probab'yshow
multiple income sources, and Okner's celldefinitions make no usc, as far as I can
see, of amounts of minor sourceincome. These facts are enough to make me
retain my suspicion that the bias in the incomeattributed to high-income groups
comes from the source 1described.
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REPLY AND COMMENTS
BY BENJAMIN A. OKNER
A theoretical mathematician and a research statistician were each situated in oppositecorners of a square
room. In the corner between the two men was a lovely young lady waiting to offer her charms to whichever
of them reached her first. Each man had to proceed towards the young ladyone step at a time. And each
step taken could cover only ha if the remaining distance between each man and the young woman.
Upon hearing the rules, the theoretical mathematician left the chamber because he realized that it
was impossible ever to get to the lovely young damsel. The research statistician stayed and claimed the
prize. While he too realized that it ssa impossible to reach her, he figured that he could get close enough
for all practical purposes.'
Given the institutional and other constraints which now preclude exact linking
of microdata records, it seems reasonable to assume that the construction of
synthetic information setssuch as the MERGE Fileis the only feasibleway
to obtain more comprehensive data than are now available from any single
source. This is unfortunately likely to be the case for many more years. For most
researchers who need such data now, the relevant question is not whether to
construct synthetic niicrodata sets but how best to do so.
Since synthetic linking of different microdata files is still in its infancy, there
are few generally accepted procedures or tests for determining the "correctness" of
a matching procedure. Consequently, there is no objective way to decide if any
given method should be labelled "unsatisfactory," "good," or "best." But given
the present state of the art, surely one of the criteria used for judging the "good-
ness" of a synthetic inicrodata file is how well it fulfills the research (or other
purpose) needs for which it was constructed.1
The primary reason for creating the MERGE File was to obtain a suitable
microdata base for the overall distribution of tax burdens study currently in
progress at Brookings. Clearly, the 1966 Tax File is the best data source on income
for units in the upper tail of the income distribution. And if we were not con-
cerned with the overall distribution of taxes, the need to create the new file would
have been largely obviated. But since we obviously could not obtain information
on the nonfiling population from the Tax File, it was necessary to add such low-
income units to our data base.
Although obtaining income and other data for the low-income nonfiling
population was a major reason for creating the MERGE File, there are additional
benefits to be derived from using the MERGE File for the tax burden study.
Among the most important are the ability to conduct the analysis on a family or
consumer unit basis and the possibility of using microsimulation techniques to
'The story is attributed to Professor Leslie Kish of the University of Michigan Survey Research
Center.
'Thus, while the methods used by Professor Budd in creating his file for the U.S. Office of Business
Economics differ substantially from those I used (see pp.32542 above), our goals and the future uses of
the files are also quite different. For a detailed explanation of his work see Edward C. Budd, "The
Creation of a Micodata File for Estimating the Size Distribution of Income,"The ReviewofIncome
and Wealth,Series Il (December 1971).
359project current data into the future.Thus, we have theability topredictow many families not now required to filetax returns might bepulled into thefiling population lithe tax statutesare changed to broadenthe tax baseas well asto analyze how income growthover time will affect thefiling statusofcurrent rionfilers.
In terms of the actualprocedure used forselecting Tax FileUnits to be attached to SEO families, thereis little I can addto ProfessorPeck's replyto Sims'comments.2However, I think thatit is important tounderscorea very important point that Simsmentions but doesnot emphasize Thefact that I assumed that the Yand Zvariables are independentgiven A' (usingSims'flotation, seep.343 above) has extremelyimportant implicationsfor the "proper"use of the demographic categories by whichfamilies in the MERGEFile should beclassified Sims illustrates the pointwith capital gainsincome; however,I do not feelthis was an especially good choice sincethe vast bulk of suchreceipts areConcentrated among units in the upper tail ofthe income distributionwhere the FileContains no SEO demographic data.There are muchmore subtle things ofwhich the researchers must beware whenusing the MERGE File.For example,one of the variables in the set of Z(SF0) variables israce and one in theset of Y(Tax) vari- ables is business income.It seems reasonableto assume thatreceipt of business income is not independentof race. While thislack of independencemay have been taken account ofadequately in thematching process throughthe income pattern classification, thereis no assurancethat this is thecase. Thus, whilerace is a variable in theMERGE File data fileby which familiescan be classified ifat all possiblea researcher shouldnot do so without furtherinvestigation of various relationships betweenincome and race fromother sources, litheoutside checks are impossible because thenecessary data do not exist(which I wouldguess will often be the case),the analyst has thechoice of eithernot classifying by thevariable or using it at hisown peril. In the latterinstance, he certainlyhas a responsibility to explain fully whathe has done andwhy.
Although it is clearlynot a sufficient conditionto "prove" that thematching procedure usedwas correct, anecessary one would be thereasonableness of information generatedfrom the MERGEFile. On this criterion,tabulations using the file do notsuggest that theassumptions made in merginghave done violence to the information.After completingthe mergeprocess, one of the first thingswe checked was thetotal federal incometax liabilitycomputed on the basis of MERGE File familyrecords. For 1966, internalRevenue statistics indicatethat personal tax liabilitywas $56,087 million ;3the total calculatedusing the MERGE File was $54,596million. Thisdifference of less thanthree percent is certainly within samplingtolerance. In addition,both the distributionsof income and taxes in the MERGEFile are very Closeto published statisticsfor 1966. For those filing returns,we also found thewell-established patternof effective tax ratesas incomerises__moderateprogression throughoutmost of the income scale with a regressive drop inthe effectiverate of taxationamong those at the very top of the incomedistribution.
2 One
question that has beenasked by severalpeople is whether units fromthe Tax File were sampled with replacementin the merge
process. The answer is definitelyin the affirmative. U.s. InterRevenue Service,Stag jst ic of Iflco?flC/966individual income Tax Rerur(1968).
360I want to emphasize that results such as these do riot, and cannot be used to,
prove that the matching procedure was "correct." Based on our work to date,
however, the results we have obtained from MERGE File tabulations appear to
be reasonable and consistent with other information we have concerning the
distribution of income and taxes.
Even though the initial reason for creating the MERGE File was to provide
the basis for estimating the distribution of federal, state, and local taxes by income
levels, it has already been utilized for several other purposes. One of these was
the simulation of different payroll tax changes which would help to remove the
present regressiveness of this levy.
The estimates prepared indicate that the flat payroll tax now paid by the
wage and salary earners could be replaced by a mildly progressive tax on total
income or on earnings at reasonably moderate rates. The progressive tax would
relieve those who earn less than the officially-defined "poverty lines" from making
any contribution to social security out of their inadequate incomes; and it would
reduce the taxes of the vast majority of income recipients, while raising taxes
only for the top 10 or 15 percent of earners. The merits of these alternative methods
of financing social security are just being recognized, and the public debate is
already under way.
The projection capabilities noted above have already been used in research
on the effects of adopting a comprehensive income tax in theUnited States.4
The goal of the comprehensive tax analysis is to help to understand the large
differences between the nominal and actual effective tax rates paid by U.S. families.
These differences, of course, are largely due to the "erosion" of the tax base because
of the numerous exclusions, exemptions, and deductions permitted under various
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. The extent of the erosion has been
estimated in aggregate terms in the past, but reliable estimates of the differential
impact of the special provisions at various income levels have never been available.
The new estimates of the yield of a comprehensive income tax involve taxation
of all realized capital gains as ordinary income; taxation of capital gains trans-
ferred by gift or bequest; elimination of the exemption of interest from state and
local bonds; limitation of depletion allowances to cost depletion; taxation of
interest on life insurance policies; inclusion of net imputed rent in taxable income
and elimination of the deductions for real property taxes and mortgage interest;
taxation of transfer payments as ordinary income; elimination of most itemized
deductions;5 limitation of the standard deduction to a flat $l,300;elimination of
the special exemptions for the aged and blind and the retirement income tax
credit; and elimination of the rate advantages of income splitting. To make the
estimates relevant to the current scene, we used projection techniques developed
to raise the MERGE File income to the expected 1972 levels.
These revisions would increase the estimated tax base in calendar year 1972
(under the current tax law) from $478 billion to $644 billion, an increase of $166
See Joseph A. Pechman and Benjamin A. Okner, "Individual Income Tax Erosion by Income
Classes," inThe EconomicsofFederal Subsidy Programs, ACompendium of Papers submitted to the
Joint Economic Committee, 92 Cong. 2 sess. (1972), Pt. I, pp. 13-40.
Deductions would be allowed only for state income taxes, medical expenses in excess of 5 percent
of income, charitable contributions in excess of 3 percent of income, and interest up to the amount of
property income reported by the individual on his tax return.
361billion, or 35 percent.6 If thepresent tax rates of 14 to 70percent were leftun- changed, adoption of thiscomprehensive tax base wouldraise tax liabilitiesof individuals from $103 billion to $180billion, an increase of75 percent. Thismeans that the tax rates could be reducedby an average ofmore than 40percent and still yield the same tax as undercurrent law.
Of course, the various featuresthat make up the $166billion difference between taxable income underthe coniprehensiveincome tax andthe present (1972 tax) law are not evenlydistributed among familiesat all income levels.As a matter of fact, the impact of thevarious changes is strikingwhen examinedby income class. For thoseinterested, I referyou to the JEC Compendiumfor further results of the analysis.
I believe that the workdescribed above illustrateswell the factthat the MERGE File is an extremelyvaluable tool for a largevariety of researchpurposes I presume that the skepticwill point out that the"law of GIGO" hasnever been repealed, and thatany results derived from the filemay or may not be valid.In the final analysis, themethods used forconstructing the MERGEFile will un- doubtedly be tested byhow reliable and usefulitis in serving itsfunction(s) If "the first heavy windto come along blows itover," obviouslywe'd bettergo back and examine the"foundation" very carefully.
While therewere instances in the mergingprocedure whenwe used what many people would regardas "rough and ready"assumptjojs, the real issuesare whether suchassumptions did real violencein terms of thefinished productand whether the benefit-costratio of attemptingto improve them wouldbe greater than one. Obviously,my answer on both theseissues would benegative. In other words, Ibelieve we are closeenough for all practicalpurposes.
The BrookingsInstiuj'jo
The estimates for1972 were basedon projections of incomesfrom the 1966 base, assumingthe income.
percentage change in individualincome sources wouldbe the sameas the estimated changes inpersonal
362